Questions:

31. The bicycle undergoes the greatest change in velocity in the same time interval and therefore has the greatest acceleration.

38. The ball slows down by 10 meters per second every second. In two seconds it slows down by 20 meters per second and is traveling at 10 meters per second.

49. Because of the marble’s greater weight, air-resistance will affect it less than the ping-pong ball allowing it to speed up faster. Therefore the marble has the greater acceleration.

Exercises:

5. \[
\frac{s}{t} = \frac{d}{24h} = \frac{143\text{ miles}}{24h} = 5.96\text{ mph}
\]

9. \[
\frac{s}{t} = \frac{d_1 + d_2}{5h} = \frac{(4\text{ mph})(3h) + 0}{5h} = 2.4\text{ mph}
\]

21. \[
d = \frac{1}{2}at^2 = \frac{1}{2}(10\text{ m/s}^2)(2s)^2 = 20\text{ m}
\]
8. \[ a = \frac{F_{\text{net}}}{m} = \frac{6000\, \text{N}}{60,000\, \text{kg}} = 0.1\, \text{m/s}^2 \]